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kinds of reading and watching films.
Without this additional labor, scores
appearas thousandsof details without
delivering a clear, overall sense of a
dance. This problemcan be minimized
by includingwrittenanalyses thatoffer
insights into the overall gestalt of the
dance.
The movementanalysesthatStodelle
contributesto each score are written as
chronological scenarios of weight
changes, movementsof body parts,and
changes in the dancer's inner feelings.
The following is from her analysis of
the opening of "Pointed Ascent," the
second half of TwoEcstatic Themes,
The first series of movements
has an irregularstaccato accent
not unlike thatof a tack hammer.
Abruptshifts of weight coincide
with rhythmicallypunctuatedefforts to rise from the prone position thatmarkedthe end of "CircularDescent. A shouldertwists,
an elbow thrustsupward;the head
turnsdesperatelyfromside to side
in searchof meansof support;the
hips pull under at a plane that
gives the dancersecure positioning for subsequent attempts to
rise. Gone is the luxuryof sensuous suspension; everything now
hangs on the thread of tenuous
balance, a direct struggle against
gravity and its threatof domination. (Pp. 61-62)
Although Stodelle writes from the
third person, about "the dancer,"she
doesn't treatthis analysis fromthe vantage point of a viewer. Stodelle writes
as if she is performingthe movement
or as if she is trying to think through
the movement for "the dancer."
Pleasurableas it is to kinesthetically
work your way through Stodelle's
analyses,she nevergives you a succinct
sense of the overall structureand impact of the work. For Two Ecstatic
Themes, this is provided, later, in
Humphrey's1935 programnote:
Two Ecstatic Themes is the
keynoteto Miss Humphrey'smaturework. The first partis in circular and spiral movements, soft
and sinking, to convey an emotional feeling of acquiescence.
The second part,in contrastto the

first, moves in pointed design to
a strident climax suggestive of
aggressive achievement. The
whole is counterpointof circular
andangularmovement,representing the two inseparableelements
of life as well as of design. (P.64)
The contrastingvantage points represented by Stodelle's analysis and
Humphrey's program note point to a
general problem with using this collectedvolumefor historicalstudy.Viewing films or readingothersources, such
as MarciaB. Siegel's Humphreybiography,Days on Earth, is more helpful
in realizingthe overridingimpactof the
dance (3).
These scores contain a clear indication of their productionhistory, information notatedscores sometimes lack.
For example, the notation for Air and
Day on Earth honors the contributions
of the casts appearingin the work at the
time of notation. For Air, Stodelle
worked from the Westinghouse film,
and the individualpartsare both designated with letters, A, B, C, D, and E,
and with names, Doris, Dorothy, Hyla,
Ernestine,and Cleo (pp. 18, 19). Parts
in the Day on Earth score are markedJ
for Jose Lim6n, R for Ruth Currier,L
for Letitia Ide, and C, the only generic
designation, for child (pp. 113-215).
The inclusionof this informationallows
readersto understandthe collective nature of dancemakingand the contributions dancershave to their roles.
Other included information helps
readersrealize the long, labor-intensive
process of finalizing a score. As dances
are reconstructedfrom film, research,
and memory, and then Labanotated,a
surprisingnumberof people help shape
the score. Stodelle reconstructed
Humphrey's Air and Two Ecstatic
Themes for the Lim6n company in
1975. Jane Marriettbegan the notation
at that time. Both notation and dance
were revised in 1980. At least two
people check each score, a process that
involves reconstructing the work on
anotherset of dancers,and yet another
person does the autography(pp. 1, 2,
53, 54). The history of productionfor
the Day on Earth score is even more
complex, including multiple revisions
and greaterinputfrom dancers.
In 1995, Humphrey-itescelebratethe

one-hundredth
of
anniversary
birth
with
a
of
acHumphrey's
variety
tivities includingan OctoberHumphrey
conference at Teachers College * Columbia University,a memorial service
in Oak Park, Illinois, a conference in
London, and a concert of Humphrey
reconstructionsin Taiwan.These gatherings will provideopportunitiesto see
the diverse perspectives available in
written, Labanotated, and video resources played out in performanceand
lecture halls. People who knew
Humphreypersonallycan conversewith
people who know Humphreyonly as an
historicfigure.Humphreyspecialiststhe Labanotators,reconstructors,and
dancers-can carryout discussionswith
the historiansand critics who strive for
a broader picture of Humphrey's life
and work.
Ann Dils
TeachersCollege,
ColumbiaUniversity
NOTES
1. Stodelle attributesthis phraseto John
Martin,TheNew YorkTimes.
2. ErnestineStodelle, TheDance Technique of Doris Humphreyand Its Creative Potential (London:Dance Books,
Ltd., 1978).
3. Marcia B. Siegel, Days on Earth
(New Haven: Yale University Press,
1988).

DANCEASTEXT: IDEOLOGIESOF
THE BAROQUE BODY, by Mark
Franko. Cambridge and New York:
CambridgeUniversityPress, 1993. xix
+ 238 pp., illustrations,photographs,
Appendixes,Bibliography,Index. $65.
MarkFrankois a choreographer,
dancer,
dance theorist,and dance scholar, and
this book reflects the full range of his
artistic and intellectual commitments.
It is a profoundly interdisciplinary
work, which takes as its subject French
courtdancebetween 1580 and 1670 but
which speaks most urgently to choreographersof the late twentiethcentury.
Frankodescribesa new approachto historical dance that he terms "construction,"as opposedto reconstruction;construction,he argues,aims to recreatethe
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power of the original dance ratherthan
its literal steps and gestures. Franko
practices what he preaches. In 1990,
for example, he choreographeda new
work of baroque dance, Charactersof
Dance, and in one of four appendices
to the present volume he publishes his
preparatorynotes to andphotographsof
the piece. These materials help the
reader to grasp what Franko means
when he talks elsewhere in the book
about using critical theory ratherthan
positivistic research to understand
dances performedin the 1580s, 1620s,
or 1670s. Workingfrom the same meager base of evidence as those who try
to reconstructthe lost dances of the late
Valois and early Bourboncourt, he has
tried to imagine what their kinetic and
visual effects would have been and to
craft new dances that produce such effects. Criticaltheory in Franko'shands
can make a significant artistic statement.
ButDance as Text:Ideologies of the
Baroque Body is not simply a
choreographer's manifesto for a new
approachto historical dance, although
I think this is the most importantcontribution of the book. Reflecting its
author'sinterdisciplinaryinterests,it is
also a critique of existing scholarship
on the dancesof the period1580 to 1670
and a reinterpretationof the natureof
baroque dance as such. Although his
writingis difficultandhis historyweak,
Frankooffers a series of close readings
of key dances of the Frenchcourtdance
traditionthat will require attentionby
futuredance scholars. He makes a convincing argumentthat the relationship
between the physical and spoken or
written (textual) components of court
dance changed in artfulways over the
centuryunderreview. His fresh look at
the danced and the literaryelements in
these performancesis fruitful; his account of the historical reasons for the
changing relationship between bodies
and texts is less satisfactory.
A word of caution at the outset: this
is not a book for beginners, and certainly not one for undergraduates.The
surviving evidence of these dances is
not systematically described or evaluated. Frankoeitheromits or confines to
footnotes such basic informationas the
occasion, setting, patron, choreographer, dancers, audience or subject for

the performanceshe analyzes. He does
not define such terms as "theatrical
dance" or "twentieth century critical
notions of 'performancetext"' and he
does not explain why "courtballet" is
not the same thing as "ballet at court."
Frankoacknowledges his dependence
on the scholarly work of MargaretM.
McGowan, and the ideal readerwould
be familiar with her books on French
court dance from 1581 to 1643 (1). In
some ways Franko'svolume functions
best as a commentaryto be readalongside those of McGowan.
Frankowill also startleadvancedstudents of dance history,however,by his
periodization. Rejecting the dates to
which dance historianshave traditionally given the label baroque (1660 to
1750), he instead follows the chronology of literary scholars and calls the
dancesof the precedingperiod, 1580 to
1660, baroque.In Franko'sview Louis
XIV's founding of a royal academy of
dance in 1662 signaled a new era in
dancehistoryin which centralizedtraining andregulationfundamentallytransformed the characterof French court
dance (2). He is interestedin the evolution of courtdance before the professionals and bureaucratscracked down
on it. In its "potentiallychaotic" mixtureof "dancing,acting, improvisation,
miming, and mumming,"its audience
participation,and its "vertiginouscomplexity of collateral arts" baroque
dance, as Franko defines it, is "much
closer...to twentieth century performance art"than to later developments
in academic dance (p. 1).
Withinthe periodhe has selected for
attentionFrankohighlights exemplary
works from each of three distinctive
moments:(a) when dance is textual,(b)
whendanceis anti-textual,and(c) when
danceandtextcollapse intoone another.
Two Valois court dances, the Balet des
Polonais of 1573 andtheBalet comique
de la Royneof 1581, illustrateFranko's
thesis about the textuality of dance.
Dance's dependenceon writing at this
historicaljunctureis best expressed in
choreographythat placed the dancers'
bodies in geometricalpatternsspelling
out words. Dances are interludes that
interruptspokensections of the production, serving as icons of orderto underscore the literarymessage of a universe
of harmoniousstability. The court en-
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tertainmentsof the Valois dynasty are,
of course, in poignant counterpointto
the realityof religiouswar outsidetheir
palace gates.
Aftera briefexcursuson Montaigne,
Frankomoves forwardto the reign of
Louis XIII (1610-1643) and uses the
burlesqueballets of the 1620s, particularly Les Fees des forests de Saint
Germain of 1625, to argue his thesis
about dance as anti-textual(3). Narrative has no role in this production,there
is no moralto the non-existentstory,and
there is no dramatic action for the
dances to interrupt. Instead of a sequence of acts and interludeswe simply have a string of dancedmetaphors.
Farcicalfigures(fees or fairies)symbolizing music and dance frame three unrelated and self-mocking scenes of
gamesters, lunatics, and soldiers, representing "three different aspects of
dance:the improvised,the unregulated,
and the satiric" (p. 88). While spoken
texts or recits occur in the entertainment, the outlandishlydressed participants and their improvisedmovements
permit"ample space for any dancerto
work against the text of his recit, producing unexpected ironies"(p. 94). In
a spirit of playful whimsy, ratherthan
pointed critique, courtier-performers
make fun of everything from love to
valor.
In his penultimate chapter Franko
proceeds to the moment when dance
andtext collapse into each otherduring
the early personal rule of Louis XIV
(1643-1715), highlighting two of
Moliere'scomedy-ballets,Les Facheux
of 1661 andLe BourgeoisGentilhomme
of 1670. Franko argues that in these
works Moliere consciously inverts the
conventional relationship between
danceanddramaby makingplays about
dance. InLes Facheuxthe old sequence
of act and interlude now becomes a
danced text about the act of interruption, and in Le Bourgeois Gentilhomme
Moliere weaves a dance lesson and a
dancespectacle into the plot of the play.
Courtdance's own discussionof dance,
which we saw first in burlesqueballet,
reaches its climax with Moliere's comedy-ballets,just as LouisXIV bringsthe
curtaindown on baroquedance as we
have come to know it. The king's academy arrests the developing autonomy
of a form that can talk about itself and

redefinesit as a techniqueto be learned
by study with the propermasters.
Franko'sformalanalysis of some of
the most famouscourtballetsof the first
century of theatrical dance provides
some keen, fresh, and convincing reinterpretations of these mostly well
known works. It is an analysis richly
informed by reading in dance history,
Frenchliteraryhistory and theory,and
culturalhistory.However,it is an analysis regrettablyill informedby reading
in the social or political history of
Franceduringthe periodwith which he
is concerned. This is troublesome because Franko claims that he wants to
recreatefor the readerthe political nature of the dances he describes, and he
rightly opines that, regardless of
whether it made explicit policy pronouncements,court entertainmentwas
political to its very core. How could it
not be when courtdancewas performed
exclusively by the political elite of the
regime for its own delectation? But
Franko's historical statements are not
reliableand his political readingsof his
chosen dances are not persuasive. To
take one example, Frankoargues vigorously that the courtiers' exploration
of whimsy in burlesqueballetexpressed
their growing sense of political impotence at Louis XIII's court; why then
doesn't he cite a single historicalwork
on the governmentof Louis XIII, a king
whose political problems, court intrigues, and cultural policy have been
studied minutely? Where are Ranum,
Jouhaud, Beik, and Berce, or even
Neuschel and Motley? I searched the
bibliographyin vain for major historical studies of the French aristocracy,
about which Franko makes broad
claims, or of the French kings, about
whom his statementsare equally grandiose. Their absence is a pity because I
think ballets like Les Fees des forests
de Saint Germain do comment on life
at court, but not in the crude and schematic way Franko suggests. Such
dances take theirplace in a lengthy literarytraditionof ironic and sometimes
bitterreflection on the courtier'sartificial existence andthe capriciousnessof
his fortunes. The political question to
ask is "why this themeat this particular
momentin Louis XIII's reign?"I noted
furtherthat Louis XIV's year of birth
was given two different dates, both

wrong, and that Henry Valois, king of
Polandin 1573, was not HenryIII,king
of France,until a year after the performanceof theBalet des Polonais. Franko
says he carespassionatelyaboutthe historical power of the performanceshe
revisits, but he doesn't seem to care
passionately about the congealed history that they embody. I suspect what
has happenedis thatFrankohas had his
hands full staying on top of two disciplines, dance and literary theory, and
thatlike manyliteraryscholarshe works
with only a rudimentaryand outdated
readinglist of historians.This is unfortunate, if understandable,because one
of the very richest and most conceptually refined fields of historical inquiry
has been Frenchpoliticalandsocial history of the seventeenthcentury.
Laurie Nussdorfer
Wesleyan University
NOTES
1. Margaret M. McGowan, L'Art du
ballet de cour en France, 1581-1643.
Paris: C.N.R.S., 1978; "Le Ballet
de
Comique"
by Balthazar
Beaujoyeulx, 1581. Binghamton:Medieval and RenaissanceTexts and Studies, 1982; Ideal Forms in the Age of
Ronsard. Berkeley:Universityof California Press, 1985; The CourtBallet of
LouisXIII. London:VictoriaandAlbert
Museum, 1986.
2. In Appendix 3 Frankopublishes the
original text and an English translation
of the statutesof the royal dance academy established in 1662.
3. In Appendix 2 Frankopublishes the
original text and a translationof a contemporaryprose synopsis of Les Fees
des forests de Saint Germain(see chap.
4, n. 67).

DANCING: THE PLEASURE,
POWER,AND ART OF MOVEMENT,
by Gerald Jonas. New York:Harry N.
Abrams, 1992. 256 pp., photographs,
Bibliography,Index. $45.00.
DANCING, Rhoda Grauer,executive
producer.Producedby Thirteen/WNET
in association with RMArts and BBCTV;distributedby Public Media Home
Video, Chicago, Illinois. VHSformat,
color, 8 tapes approximately 1 hour
each. $199.95.
It is rarein today's publishingworld to
see ventures as ambitious as Dancing,
a lively and lovingly crafted book that
is a companion to an equally lavish
eight-partvideo series. The book is lavish in its spectacularcolor plates (125
of them) and black and white images
depictingdanceas portrayedin artifacts,
drawings, paintings, and photographs.
The bibliographytoo is extensive, organized firstby generalworks and then
by chapter topic. While the bibliography will facilitatefurtherexplorationon
the partof readers,it will point them in
the directionof studiesof specific dance
genres ratherthanto the theoreticalliteratureon the themes.
Dancing is ambitiousin its scope and
organization. It combines two approachesoften separated,dance history
and criticism, and the anthropologyof
dance. The former has tended to focus
on western forms while the latter has
included non-western dance. Dancing
also avoids organizingmaterialby time
periodor geography,choosing ratherto
examine historicaland culturalaspects
of dance by topic or function. Topics
include dance as an indicatorof identity, as partof religion, as an aspect of
social order and power, as an expression of the values and mores of society,
especially issues of gender,as exemplified in classical forms, as a way of
bringing about the fusion of different
culturaltraditions,as a medium of individualaccomplishmentandcreativity,
and finally as a statementof where we
are today at the end of the twentieth
century. Each of these topics is illustratedby specific dance genres and traditions.
The video series connects with these
topics but is not synonymouswith their
portrayalin the book. It is an excellent
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